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The aim of this paper is to present a new mobile group decisionmaking model to deal with heteroge-
neous information and changeable decision contexts. This model takes into account that experts have
different backgrounds and knowledge levels, allowing to use different preference representations as
fuzzy preference relations or linguistic preference relations with multigranular linguistic information.
Furthermore, we allow to introduce some changes on the alternatives of the problem at every stage
of the decision process. To do that: i) a mobile implementation is proposed to reduce the number
of changes and ii) a mechanism to insert/remove alternatives is included in the model. Finally, our
new decision model incorporates a feedback mechanism that sends recommendations to the experts in
order to quickly obtain a high consensus level.
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1. Introduction

Group decision making (GDM) is present in many real world situations.1–3 Consequently,
the study and modelling of GDM problems is necessary and important not only in Deci-
sion Theory but also in areas such as Management Science, Operations Research, Politics,
Social Psychology, and so on. In such circumstances, there are a set of alternatives to solve
a problem and a group of experts that express their preferences by means of a set of evalu-
ations and try to achieve a common solution.
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In an ideal GDM situation, all the experts could express their preferences in a precise
way by using numerical values. Unfortunately, in many cases, due to the experts’ back-
ground or the kind of information, experts can not representtheir preferences precisely
in a quantitative way. In these cases, it seems to be more adequate the use of qualitative
concepts instead of numerical values. Several authors haveprovided interesting results on
GDM with the help of fuzzy theory.4–10 Even, some of them have proposed the necessity
of a linguistic approach to model that situations.11–18

A linguistic approachis an approximate technique which represents qualitative aspects
as linguistic values by means oflinguistic variables, that is, variables whose values are not
numbers but words or sentences in a natural or artificial language.19,20 An important pa-
rameter to determine a linguistic approach is the number of linguistic variables, that is, the
cardinality of the term set. There are cases where experts are non homogeneous in the sense
of they have different background and levels of knowledge about the alternatives, and as
consequence, they might use linguistic term sets with different granularity to express their
preferences. In such cases, we say that GDM problem is definedin a multigranular fuzzy
linguistic context.21–23 Given these facts, it seems reasonable that each expert chooses the
most appropriate preference’s representation to express his/her own opinions.

On the other hand, classical GDM models are frequently defined in fixed frameworks.
In order to make the decision making process more realistic,it seems reasonable to design
a model which is able to deal with changeable elements in decision making. The main
element that could vary through the decision making processis the set of alternatives of
the problem because they could depend on dynamical externalfactors, for example, the
traffic,24 or the meteorological conditions.25 In such a way, we propose to solve changeable
decision problems in which, at every stage of the process, the discussion is centered on a
changeable set of alternatives.

Nowadays, we are realizing many significant advances in the way human interact with
technology. The spread of e-services and wireless or mobiledevices has increased acces-
sibility to data and, in turn, influenced the way in which users make decisions while they
are on the move. Users can make real-time decisions based on the most up-to-date data
accessed via wireless devices, such as portable computers,mobile phones, and personal
digital assistants (PDAs), which are usually carried all the time and allows to make deci-
sions anytime and anywhere. Thus, the adoption of the latestmobile technologies extends
opportunities and allows to carry out consensus processes where previously could not be
correctly addressed. Such adoption is based on the assumption that if the communications
are improved the decisions will be upgraded, because the discussion could be focussed on
the problem with less time wasted on unimportant issues.26,27 In addition, as we have faster
decisions, the number of changes in the context is drastically reduced.

The aim of this paper is to present a mobile GDM model to deal automatically with
heterogeneous information and changeable GDM contexts. Hence, we propose the use of
heterogeneous information, that is, we assume that the experts express their preferences by
means of both fuzzy preference relations and multi-granular linguistic preference relations.
The model also incorporates a mechanism to control the possible changes on the set of
alternatives that could appear through the decision makingprocess. As a result, we deal
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with heterogeneous scenarios at every stage of the decisionprocess making uniform the
different kinds of preferences in order to compute them and obtain a collective solution.
Secondly, all possible changes of the alternatives of the decision context are managed.
Thirdly, users receive recommendations to change their preferences in the best way to make
a convergent process toward the consensus, reducing in thisway the number of rounds to
reach it. Finally, it is worth noting that the process is carried out by using mobile devices to
send/receive information to/from the experts. Thus, due tothe anytime and anywhere usage
of this kind of devices, the communication flow is faster and consequently, the number
of changes of the context is lower. Accordingly, we can conclude that with the use of
this mobile GDM model, the user satisfaction and participation in the GDM process is
improved.

To do so, the paper is set out as follows. Some considerationsabout classical, hetero-
geneous and changeable GDM framework are presented in Sec.2. Section3 deals with the
new mobile model based on heterogeneous and changeable contexts. A case of use carried
out with mobile devices is shown in Sec.4. Finally, in Sec.5 we point out our conclusions.

2. Heterogeneous Information and Changeable Contexts in Group Decision
Making Problems

In this section, we show some information, motivations and background about classical,
heterogeneous and changeable GDM frameworks.

2.1. Group decision making problem

A decision making process, consisting in deriving the best option from a feasible set, is
present in just about every conceivable human task. It is obvious that the comparison of
different actions according to their desirability in decision problems, in many cases, it
cannot be done by using a single criterion or an unique person. Thus, we interpret the
decision process in the framework of GDM.28,29

In a classical GDM situation there is a problem to solve, a solution set of possible
alternatives,X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, (n ≥ 2) and a group of two or more experts,E =

{e1, e2, . . . , em}, (m ≥ 2) characterized by their own ideas, attitudes, motivations and
knowledge, who express their opinions about this set of alternatives to achieve a common
solution.30–32

Usual resolution methods for GDM problems are composed by two different pro-
cesses6,17,33 (see Fig.1):

(1) Consensus process:In any decision process, it is preferable that the experts reach a
high degree of consensus on the solution set of alternatives. Thus, this process refers
to how to obtain the maximum degree of consensus or agreementamong the experts
on the solution alternatives.

(2) Selection process:This process consists in how to obtain the solution set of alternatives
from the opinions on the alternatives given by the experts.
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Fig. 1. Resolution process of a GDM.

2.2. Heterogeneous information and changeable contexts in group decision
making frameworks

Recently, GDM problems have been studied and approached from different angles, show-
ing that this kind of problems are not always under fixed conditions and there exist many
different heterogeneous and changeable GDM contexts.

2.2.1. Heterogeneous preferences’ representation

In some GDM situations an individual may have vague information about the preference
degree of the alternativexi overxj and can not express his preference with an exact nu-
merical value. Then, a more realistic approach is to use linguistic assessments instead of
numerical values, that is, to suppose that the preferences are assessed by means of lin-
guistic terms.19,34 Thus, the expert’s knowledge degree on the problem determines the way
and domain in which this expert is able to express his preferences. In such a way, those
experts with high knowledge degree can give their opinions by using rigorous quantita-
tive (numeric) variables and others experts with low knowledge degree could express their
preferences in a non precise qualitative (linguistic) way.Therefore, the context must be
defined using both quantitative and qualitative concepts. In this paper we assume that the
experts could use two kind of preference relations to represent their preferences.35–41

• Fuzzy preference relations
Fuzzy preference relations (FPRs) are widely used in this kind of problems because they
are more informative than preference orderings or utility functions,36 allowing the com-
parison of the alternatives in a pair by pair basis. Thus, users have much more freedom
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at giving their preferences and they can gain expressivity against other preference repre-
sentations. By definition, a fuzzy preference relationP h ⊂ XxX , given by an experteh
is a fuzzy set defined on the product setX × X , that is characterized by a membership
functionµPh : XxX → [0, 1], whereµPh(xi, xj) = phij denotes the preference degree
of the experteh on the alternativexi overxj .

When cardinality ofX is small, the preference relation may be conveniently repre-
sented by ann× n matrixP h = (phij).

• Multigranular fuzzy linguistic preference relations
Fuzzy linguistic modelling is an approach based on the concept of linguistic variable to
deal with qualitative assessments. In this approach, assessments of the preferences on
pairs of alternatives are provided in the form of linguisticterms or labels of a linguistic
term setS = {s0, s1, . . . , sg}. An important issue to analyze is the granularity or cardi-
nality of the linguistic term set. The granularity ofS should be small enough so as not to
impose useless precision levels on the users but large enough to allow a discrimination
of the assessments in a limited number of degrees. In addition, the following properties
are assumed:

(1) The setS is ordered:si ≥ sj if i ≥ j.

(2) There is the negation operator:NEG(si) = sj | j = (g − i).
(3) There is the max operator:MAX(si, sj) = si if si ≥ sj .
(4) There is the min operator:MIN(si, sj) = si if si ≤ sj .

The semantics of the linguistic terms can be given in three different ways:42 i) implicit
numerical scale, ii) explicit quantitative or fuzzy scalesand iii) operating directly on
qualitative scales. In this paper, we assume the case which defines each linguistic term
by using a fuzzy number on the[0, 1] interval. One way to characterize a fuzzy number
is by using a representation based on parameters of its membership function.43,44 For
example, the following semantics can be assigned to a set of seven terms:

– N = Null = (0, 0, 0.17)

– V L = V eryLow = (0, 0.17, 0.33)

– L = Low = (0.17, 0.33, 0.50)

– M = Medium = (0.33, 0.50, 0.67)

– H = High = (0.50, 0.67, 0.83)

– V H = V eryHigh = (0.67, 0.83, 1)

– P = Perfect = (0.83, 1, 1)

The ideal situation for GDM problems defined in linguistic domains would be that all
the experts use the same linguistic term setS to express their preferences about the
alternatives. However, in some cases, experts may belong, e.g., to distinct research ar-
eas, and therefore could have different background and levels of knowledge. A conse-
quence of this is that they need to express their preferencesby using linguistic term sets
with different granularitySh = {sh0 , . . . , s

h
gh
}, h,∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. In such a case, the

GDM problem is defined in a multigranular fuzzy linguistic context.21,22 In our case,
we propose the use of multigranular fuzzy linguistic preference relations to represent
experts’ preferences. The multigranular linguistic approach has proven its usefulness
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in many problems, e.g., in decision making, quality evaluation, information retrieval
models, etc.45–52

A Multigranular Fuzzy Linguistic Preference Relation (MFLPR) P h given by an
experteh is a fuzzy set defined on the product setX × X , that is characterized by a
linguistic membership functionµPh : X ×X −→ Sh, where the valueµPh(xi, xj) =

phij is interpreted as the linguistic preference degree of the alternativexi overxj for the
experteh.

2.2.2. Changeable contexts

Frequently, the proposed resolution methods for GDM problems are static, that is, it is
assumed that the elements of the problem (alternatives and experts acting in the problem)
remain fixed throughout the decision making process. However, in real decision situations
we find several GDM scenarios in which the number of alternatives could vary during the
decision making process.38,53 Sometimes, when the decision process is slow or it takes a
long time, the set of feasible alternatives has to be changeable because his availability or
feasibility could change during the decision making time. For example, in e-commerce de-
cision frameworks, where the alternatives are the items that could be bought, it is possible
that the availability of some of these items changes while experts are discussing and mak-
ing the decision, even, new good items might become available. Therefore, in this paper
we assume GDM problems with a changeable set of alternatives.

3. A New GDM Model Based on Heterogeneous Information and Changeable
Decision Contexts

In this section, we present a new GDM model that incorporatessome mechanisms to man-
age the changes of the context that might happen during the decision process. Further-
more, the model is specifically designed to give freedom to the experts in the way that
they provide their preferences with heterogeneous information, that is by means of both
preference relations, fuzzy preference relations and multi-granular linguistic preference
relations. Thus, the model has to adapt not only to the initial circumstances but also to
the changes of the context. In such a way, changeable GDM processes with heterogeneous
information could be developed and we can simulate with moreaccuracy level the real pro-
cesses of human decision making which are carried out in changeable environments as the
Web, commerce, financial investment, health, navigation, natural resources management
and so on.

This new adaptive GDM model is composed of the following five processes (see Fig.2):

(1) Format and domain management
(2) Consensus process
(3) Selection process
(4) Changeable context management
(5) Feedback process
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Fig. 2. Structure of the new GDM model for changeable contexts.

3.1. Format and domain management

Given that we assume two kind of preference relations, in ourGDM model it is necessary
to make the information uniform before applying the consensus and selection processes.

To make uniform multigranular fuzzy linguistic information , experts’ preferences have
to be transformed (using a transformation function) into a single domain or linguistic term
set that we call the basic linguistic term set (BLTS), denoted byST .21 To do this, it seems
reasonable to impose a cardinality high enough to maintain the uncertainty degrees asso-
ciated with each one of the possible domains to be unified. This means that the cardinality
of the BLTS has to be as high as possible. Therefore, in a general multigranular fuzzy
linguistic context, to selectST , we proceed as it was proposed in Ref.21.

(1) If there is only one linguistic term set, from the set of different domains to be unified,
with maximum cardinality, then we choose that one as the BLTS, ST .

(2) If there are two or more linguistic term sets with maximumcardinality, then the selec-
tion of ST will depend on the semantics associated with them.

(a) If all of them have the same semantics, i.e., the same fuzzy membership functions
associated with the linguistic terms but with different syntax, then any one of them
could be selected asST .

(b) If two or more of them have different semantics, thenST is defined as a generic
linguistic term set with a number of terms greater than the number of terms a
person is able to discriminate, which is normally 7 or 9.54

OnceST has been selected, the following multigranular transformation function is ap-
plied to transform every linguistic value into a fuzzy set defined onST . If S = {l0, . . . , lp}

andST = {c0, . . . , cg} are two linguistic term sets, withg ≥ p, then, a multigranular
transformation functionτS,St

: S → F (ST ) is defined as follows:

τS,St
(li) = {(ck, α

k)|αk = maxymin{µli(y), µck(y)}, k = {0, . . . , g}}
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WhereF (ST ) is the set of fuzzy sets defined onST , andµli(y) andµck(y) are the
membership functions of the fuzzy sets associated with the linguistic termsli andck, re-
spectively.

In order to unify all the experts’ preferences, different multigranular transformation
functionsτSh,St

are defined. Each linguistic preference valuephij ∈ Sh will be transformed
in a fuzzy set̃phij = τSh,St

(phij) = {(ck, α
k
ij)|k = {0, . . . , g}} onST . To simplify, we will

use the membership degrees(α0
ij , . . . , α

g
ij) to denote each fuzzy setp̃hij

P̃ h =







p̃h11 = (α0
11, . . . , α

g
11) . . . p̃h1n = (α0

1n, . . . , α
g
1n)

...
. . .

...
p̃hn1 = (α0

n1, . . . , α
g
n1) . . . p̃

h
1n = (α0

1n, . . . , α
g
1n)






.

Finally, the system transforms each numeric FPR into a FLPR.To do so, we just have
to compute its membership degree to each term of the BLTS.

3.2. Consensus process

Once the preferences have been given by the experts and the system has made this infor-
mation uniform, we can compute the level of agreement achieved in the current round.

As experts might use linguistic term sets with different cardinality and semantics, each
expert’s linguistic preferencephij has been transformed in a fuzzy setp̃hij = (αh0

ij , . . . , α
hg
ij ).

Some drawbacks related to the use of traditional distance measurements were pointed out
in Ref. 22, and an alternative similarity functions was proposed to overcome them. The
similarity function takes as its arguments the central values of the fuzzy sets to compare.
Given a fuzzy set̃phij = (αh0

ij , . . . , α
hg
ij ), its central value defined as

cv(p̃hij) =

∑g
k=0 kα

hk
ij

∑g
k=0 α

hk
ij

,

represents the center of gravity of the information contained in the fuzzy set.
The similarity between two preference values,s(p̃hij , p̃

l
ij) ∈ [0, 1], is defined as

s(p̃hij , p̃
l
ij) = 1−

|cv(p̃hij)− cv(p̃lij)|

g
.

Consensus degrees measure the agreement between experts’ preferences. For each pair
of experts(eh, el), (h < l), a similarity matrixSMhl is calculated with

smhl
ij = s(p̃hij , p̃

l
ij)|i, j = {1, . . . , n} ∧ i 6= j.

Then, a consensus matrix,CM , is calculated by aggregating all the similarity matrices
using the arithmetic mean as the aggregation functionφ:

cmij = φ(sm12
ij , sm

13
ij , . . . , sm

1m
ij , sm23

ij , . . . , sm
(m−1)m
ij ).

Once the similarity and consensus matrices are computed we proceed to obtain the
consensus degrees at the three different levels to obtain a global consensus degree, called
consensus on the relation:
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(1) Consensus degree on pairs of alternatives. The consensus degree on a pair of alterna-
tives (xi, xj), denotedcpij , is defined to measure the consensus degree amongst all
the experts on that pair of alternatives:

cpij = cmij

(2) Consensus degree on alternatives. The consensus degree on alternativexi, denotedcai,
is defined to measure the consensus degree amongst all the experts on that alternative:

cai =

∑n

j=1;j 6=i(cpij + cpji)

2(n− 1)

(3) Consensus degree on the relation. The consensus degree on the relation, denotedCR,

is defined to measure the global consensus degree amongst allthe experts’ opinions:

CR =

∑n
i=1 cai

n

When the consensus measureCR has not reached the minimum required consensus
levelCL and the number of rounds has not reached a maximum number of iterations (de-
fined prior to the beginning of the decision process), the experts’ opinions that are hindering
the agreement must be modified. The value ofCL will obviously depend on the particular
problem we are dealing with. When the consequences of the decision to be made are of
utmost importance, the minimum level of consensus requiredto make that decision should
be logically as high as possible. At the other extreme, when the decision’s consequences
are not really serious (but are still important), and it is urgent to obtain a solution of the
problem, a lowerCL implies an small number of consensus rounds to reach the agreement,
and consequently, faster decisions.

3.3. Selection process

In order to obtain a collective assessment from the whole group of experts, we apply a
selection process which has two phases:3 (i) aggregationand (ii)exploitation.

• Aggregation phase:
This phase defines a collective preference relation,P c =

(

pcij
)

, obtained by means of the
aggregation of all individual fuzzy preference relations

{

P 1, P 2, . . . , Pm
}

. It indicates
the global preference between every pair of alternatives according to the majority of ex-
perts’ opinions.55,56 Clearly, becausephij = (αh0

ij , . . . , α
hg
ij ) thenpcij = (αc0

ij , . . . , α
cg
ij )

with αck
ij = φ(α1k

ij , . . . , α
mk
ij ), which means thatpcij is also a fuzzy set defined onST .

An useful aggregation operator is the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator de-
fined by Yager in Ref.57. As we are handling a set of experts who come from different
backgrounds, it seems reasonable that they present different importance degrees. To deal
with this situation, before computing any aggregation, we might define a set of suitable
weight values and choose a good aggregation operator58,59 which should take into ac-
count these weight values. To do that, we use the Induced OWA (IOWA) operator.60,61
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• Exploitation phase:
This phase transforms the global information about the alternatives into a global ranking
of them, from which the set of solution alternatives is obtained. The global ranking is
obtained applying two choice degrees of alternatives to thecollective fuzzy preference
relation:62 the quantifier guided dominance degree(QGDD) and thequantifier guided
non dominance degree(QGNDD).

(1) QGDDi: This quantifier guided dominance degree quantifies the dominance that
one alternativexi has over all the others in a fuzzy majority sense:

QGDDi = φQ(p
c
i1, p

c
i2, . . . , p

c
i(i−1), p

c
i(i+1), . . . , p

c
in)

This measure allows us to define the set of non-dominated alternatives with maxi-
mum linguistic dominance degree:

XQGDD = {xi ∈ X | QGDDi = supxj∈XQGDDj}

(2) QGNDDi: This quantifier guided non-dominance degree gives the degree in which
each alternativexi is not dominated by a fuzzy majority of the remaining alterna-
tives:

QGNDDi = φQ(NEG(ps1i), NEG(ps2i), . . . , NEG(ps(i−1)i),

NEG(ps(i+1)i), . . . , NEG(psni))

where

psij =

{

c0 if pcij < pcji

pcij − pcji if pcij ≥ pcji

represents the degree in whichxi is strictly dominated byxj . The set of of non-
dominated alternatives with maximum linguistic non-dominance degree is

XQGNDD = {xi ∈ X | QGNDDi = supxj∈XQGNDDj} .

Finally, the solutionXsol is obtained as:

Xsol = XQGDD ∩XQGNDD .

3.4. Changeable elements management

Probably, the most useful contribution of this paper is the new process to manage change-
able elements. In many real world decision contexts as health, commerce, and so on, due to
different factors, some elements of the problem could vary throughout the decision process.

In order to make the decision making process more realistic,we provide a new tool to
deal with appropriate changes of the set of alternatives of the problem. This tool is defined
by a method which allows the revision of the alternatives, byremoving old items or insert-
ing new ones. To do so, the method identifies those unavailable or unfeasible alternatives
and remove them if necessary. Then, if new good alternativeshave appeared at a time, they
can be inserted as elements of the problem and be considered in the next consensus round.
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It is worth noting that we assume that alternatives are independent and the inclusion or
elimination of one of them can not change the features of the remaining ones.

Thus, the method has two different phases: (1) Remove old badelements and (2) Insert
new good elements.

(1) The first phase identifies alternatives whose initial feasibility or availability have been
reduced during the decision process. To do that, the tool checks the availability and
the QGDD degree of each alternative. If any of them is not available or it has a low
QGDD, this alternative is a candidate to be removed.

(2) The second phase manages the opposite situation, that is, when some new elements
have emerged. Basically, the system checks if some new good experts or alternatives
have appeared in the decision context due to some dynamic external factors. If this is
the case, these alternatives are candidates to be considered as elements of the problem.

Finally, experts are informed about the candidates to be removed and inserted and they
have to express their agree or disagree with each of the changes. Then, the tool acts on
each particular change possibility according to the majority of the experts opinions.

In most of the cases, changes happen because the GDM process depends not only on
the server operation, but also on the experts interaction. Unfortunately, experts are not
always online, consequently, the problem resolution can bedelayed while experts send
their preferences. This wasted time could be avoided by running the system on mobile
devices, that can be used at anytime and anywhere, reaching faster decisions and avoiding
the necessity of management of many of the changes produced in the context if experts
were late sending their opinions.

3.5. Feedback process

To guide the change of the experts’ opinions, the model simulates a group discussion ses-
sion in which a feedback mechanism is applied to quickly obtain a high consensus level.
This mechanism is able to substitute the moderator’s actions in the consensus reaching
process. The main problem for the feedback mechanism is how to find a way of making
individual positions converge and, therefore, how to support the experts in obtaining and
agreeing with a particular solution. To do that, we compute others consensus measures,
called proximity measures.6,17

These measures evaluate the agreement between the individual experts’ opinions and
the group opinion. To compute them for each expert, we need touse the collective fuzzy
linguistic preference relation,P c = (pcij), previously defined as the aggregation of the
individual preference relations.

Clearly, the similarity functions defined in Ref.22 can be used to evaluate the agree-
ment between each individual expert’s preferences,P h, and the collective preferences,P c.
Therefore, the measurement of proximity is carried out in two steps.

(1) For each expert,eh, a proximity matrix,PMh = (pmh
ij), is obtained where

pmh
ij = s(phij , p

c
ij) .
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(2) Computation of proximity measures at three different levels:

(a) Proximity measure on pairs of alternatives,pphij . It measures the proximity be-
tween the preferences on each pair of alternatives of the experteh and the group.

pphij = pmh
ij .

(b) Proximity measure on alternatives,pahi . It measures the proximity between the
preferences on each alternativexi of the experteh and the group.

pahi =

∑n
j=1,j 6=i pp

h
ij

(n− 1)
.

(c) Proximity measure on the relation,prh. It measures the global proximity between
the preferences of each experteh and the group.

prh =

∑n

i=1 pa
h
i

n
.

These measures let us to build a feedback mechanism so that experts change their
opinions and narrow their positions. To do so, the production of advice to achieve a solution
with the highest possible degree of consensus is carried outin two phases:Identification
phaseand Recommendation phase.

(1) Identification phase.We must identify the experts, alternatives and pairs of alternatives
that are contributing less to reach a high degree of consensus.

(a) Identification of experts.We identify the set of experts,EXPCH , that should
receive advice on how to change some of their preference values:

EXPCH = {h | prh < γ} .

Whereγ is the minimum proximity level required for the expert to be noted to
change.

(b) Identification of alternatives.We identify the alternatives whose associated assess-
ments should be taken into account by the above experts in thechange process of
their preferences;

ALTh = {xi ∈ X | pahi < γ ∧ h ∈ EXPCH} .

(c) Identification of pairs of alternatives.In this step we identify the particular pairs of
alternatives(xi, xj)whose respective assessmentsphij the experteh should change.

PALTh = {(xi, xj) | pp
h
ij < γ ∧ xi ∈ ALTh ∧ h ∈ EXPCH} .

(2) Recommendation phase.In this phase we recommend expert changes of their prefer-
ences according to two kinds of rules:

(a) Rules to change the opinions.We must find out the direction of change to be
applied to the preference assessmentphij , with (xi, xj) ∈ PALTh. To do this,
we define the following two direction rules. It is worth to note that if one of
the alternatives of the pair(xi, xj) has been replaced in the managing process
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of dynamic information, that pair has to be removed from the set PALTh, as
there is not need to provide rules for alternatives that havebeen removed from
the alternatives’ set.

• If phij > pcij , the experteh should decrease the assessment associated to the
pair of alternatives(xi, xj).

• If phij < pcij , the experteh should increase the assessment associated to the
pair of alternatives(xi, xj).

4. Example

In this section, we will illustrate a simple usage scenario of the system to check how the
model works. We should point out that the system could deal with complex problems per-
fectly, because the prototype allows changeable sets of alternatives, it manages their inputs
and outputs in real time, and it can also address problems with large sets of alternatives.
When all alternatives cannot be displayed on a mobile screenat the same time, the remain-
ing ones can be ordered in a supply list and be evaluated laterin the process. Therefore,
the system can support a big number of alternatives to solve complex problems.

Let us suppose that the board of directors of a company, composed of 4 members
(experts), would like to buy a new powerful computer in orderto update their soft-
ware to the new technologies. Consequently, they have to decide the most appropriate
one to cover the requirements of the new system. Thus, they consider four alternatives
X = {Acer, Sony, T oshiba,Apple} and it is necessary to reach consensus to choose one
of them.

In this initial context, we have to take into account that thedirectors’ background is
heterogeneous, so, they can not express their preferences in the same way. Moreover, we
need to use a GDM model that manages changeable frameworks because in commerce
decision situations, the items can change their availability quite often. In particular, our
mobile GDM model was used because it has been designed to dealwith heterogeneous
information and this kind of changes in the context of the decision problem.

4.1. First round

Experte1 started giving his opinions by using a FPR,e2 by using a MFLPR with the label
set A, ande3 by using a MFLPR with the label set B (see Fig.3):

• Label set A:

– a0 = (0, 0, 0.13)

– a1 = (0, 0.13, 0.25)

– a2 = (0.13, 0.25, 0.38)

– a3 = (0.25, 0.38, 0.5)

– a4 = (0.38, 0.5, 0.63)

– a5 = (0.5, 0.63, 0.75)

– a6 = (0.63, 0.75, 0.88)
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(a) Expert 1 (b) Expert 2 (c) Expert 3

Fig. 3. Expert’s preferences.

– a7 = (0.75, 0.88, 1)

– a8 = (0.88, 1, 1)

• Label set B:

– b0 = (0, 0, 0.25)

– b1 = (0, 0.25, 0.5)

– b2 = (0.25, 0.5, 0.75)

– b3 = (0.5, 0.75, 1)

– b4 = (0.75, 1, 1)

4.1.1. Format and domain management: making the information uniform

According to the conditions in Sec.3.1,ST = A. We unify the different linguistic term sets
by using the transformation functions{τA,St

, τB,St
}, then we compute the membership

degrees to each term ofST of the preferencesp1ij .

τA,St
: τA,St

:

a0 → (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) b0 → (1, 0.67, 0.33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

a1 → (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) b1 → (0.33, 0.67, 1, 0.67, 0.33, 0, 0, 0, 0)

a2 → (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) b2 → (0, 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1, 0.67, 0.33, 0, 0)

a3 → (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) b3 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1, 0.67, 0.33)

a4 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) b4 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1)

a5 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)

a6 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

a7 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

a8 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
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4.1.2. Consensus process

Computing consensus degree:The consensus degree is obtained at the three different lev-
els. First, the similarity matrix for each pair of experts iscomputed, and so the consensus
matrix is obtained. Then, the consensus degrees on pairs of alternatives, alternatives, and
global relation are obtained from the consensus matrix.

(1) Consensus Matrix:

CM =









− 0. 66 0. 50 0. 38

0. 66 − 0. 42 0. 38

0. 36 0. 59 − 0. 66

0. 36 0. 52 0. 66 −









(2) Consensus on pairs of alternatives:The element(i, j) ofCM represents the consensus
degrees on the pair of alternatives(xi, xj), thus,cpij = cmij .

(3) Consensus on alternatives:

ca1 = 0. 49 ca2 = 0. 54 ca3 = 0. 53 ca4 = 0. 49

(4) Consensus on the relation:

CR = 0. 51

Controlling the consensus process:In this step of the consensus model, the global
consensus value,CR, is compared with the minimum consensus threshold,CL. In this
example, we have decided to use the value,CL = 0.75. As CR < CL and number of
rounds< MaxRounds, it is concluded that the consensus among the experts is not high
enough.

4.1.3. Changeable elements management

As soon as the system has verified that the minimum consensus level among the experts
has not been reached and before beginning a new round of consensus, it is necessary to
update all the information of the problem that there could bechanged during the process.

In this case, the alternatives have changed. The alternativex1 provided by “Acer” is not
available because it is out of stock. Moreover, a new good alternative provided by “Dell”
has recently appeared in the computers market. Therefore, the model asks the experts if
they agree with the changes and as the answer is affirmative, Dell is now the new alternative
x1. The experts will be informed about it and then they are urgedto refill their preferences
about the new alternative.

4.1.4. Feedback mechanism

• Computation of proximity measures:
(1) Proximity matrices:

PM
1
=









− 0. 75 0. 75 0. 50

0. 75 − 0. 75 0. 50

0. 50 1. 00 − 0. 00

0. 50 0. 75 0. 75 −
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PM
2
=









− 1. 00 0. 50 0. 75

1. 00 − 0. 75 0. 75

0. 75 0. 75 − 1. 00

0. 75 0. 75 1. 00 −









PM
3
=









− 0. 75 0. 75 0. 75

0. 75 − 0. 25 0. 50

0. 25 0. 50 − 0. 75

0. 50 0. 75 0. 75 −









(2) Proximity on pairs of alternatives:PP h = PMh.
(3) Proximity on alternatives (See Table1):

Table 1. Proximity measures on alternatives.

x1 x2 x3 x4

pa11 = 0. 66 pa12 = 0. 66 pa13 = 0. 50 pa14 = 0. 66

pa21 = 0. 75 pa22 = 0. 83 pa23 = 0. 83 pa24 = 0. 83

pa31 = 0. 75 pa32 = 0. 50 pa33 = 0. 50 pa34 = 0. 66

(4) Proximity on the relation:

pr1 = 0. 59 pr2 = 0. 81 pr3 = 0. 80

• Production of advice:

(1) Identification phase:

(a) Identification of experts:

EXPCH = {eh | prh < minProxDegree = 0.65} = {e1}

(b) Identification of alternatives:

ALT1 = {xi ∈ X | pahi < minProxDegree

= 0.65 ∧ eh ∈ EXPCH} = {x3}

(c) Identification of pairs of alternatives to generate recommendations:

PALT1 = {(x3, x1), (x3, x2), (x3, x4)}

(2) Recommendation phase:
In this phase, we have to take into account that alternativex1 has been replaced in
the previous process by a new one. So,x1 does not need rules to be modified and
there is a new alternative in the discussion set that needs new preference values (see
Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Expert 1 recommendations.

(a) Rules to change the opinions:

– Becausex1 has been replaced,p131 andp113 do not need be modified.
– Becausep132 > pc32, experte1 is advised to decrease the assessment of the

alternativex3 in respect of the alternativex2.
– Becausep134 < pc34, experte1 is advised to increase the assessment of the

alternativex3 in respect of the alternativex4.

4.2. Second round

The experts send their preferences about the new discussionset of alternatives to start the
second round of the consensus reaching process (see Fig.5).

4.2.1. Make information uniform and consensus process

To make the information uniform, the system acts in the same way that in the previous
round. Then, the consensus measure is computed.

Consensus on the relation:CR = 0. 78

BecauseCR > CL, then it is concluded that there is the required consensus amongst
the experts, and consequently, the final solution should be obtained by applying the selec-
tion process.

4.2.2. Selection process

(1) Aggregation: The collective preference relation is computed by using the OWA
operator.
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(a) Expert 1 (b) Expert 2 (c) Expert 3

Fig. 5. Experts’ preferences.

Table 2. Choice degrees.

x1 x2 x3 x4

QGDDi VH H M H

QGNDDi P VH VH VH

(2) Exploitation: Using the linguistic quantifier “most of”, we obtain the choice degrees
(see Table 2).
Clearly, the maximal sets are:

XQGDD = {x1} andXQGNDD = {x1}.

Finally, we can conclude that according to the experts’ opinion, the computer provided
by “DELL” offers the biggest price-quality ratio to meet their requirements.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a new mobile GDM model for changeable decision environments which
allows experts to send/receive information at anytime and anywhere and also choose the
best way to express their preferences.

In short, we can conclude that with this mobile GDM model we shall be able to model
a wide range of GDM problems in which experts can interact in areally flexible way by
using FPRs or MFLPRs to express their preferences and, if it is necessary, the alternatives
of the problem could be modified during the decision process.
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